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NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA,

November 29, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- The violin

originated in Italy in the 16th century

and has  a wide range of character and

color in the sound. As one of the most

popular choices for instrumental music

learning, children between age five to

eight years old have the softest

undefined physical conditions and a

relatively free learning environment

before entering elementary school,

making it an excellent time to start

learning the violin.

Development of

intelligence：coordination and balance,

color and imagination

Musical instruments are very effective

as a hobby to develop intelligence, and

the violin is one of the best choices for

training human brain development.

Violin learning is well balanced

between the use of the right and left

hands. Because it is played differently

with the left and right hands and requires looseness in both hands, it is ideal for young children

who are undefined, have a high degree of physical flexibility and plasticity. In addition, the

different sizes of violins from 1/16 to 4/4 can match the growth characteristics of each child and

can adapt to different height and arm lengths, truly custom-made. In the cooperation of the left
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and right hands, it is well balanced in

the development of the left and right

brain. Then the learning of the

instrument is not only the cultivation of

a sense of rhythm, but also the

cultivation of color and imagination.

Each of the four strings of the violin

has the character of a completely

different color, the tenderness of the A

string, the warmer tone of the D string,

the deeper sound of the G string, and

the E string has the brightest sound.

Because there is no music without a

specific shape, the process of playing

retains a greater scope for imagination.

It is a good combination of color and

sound sensitivity.

Imitation and learning

Young children begin to develop a certain level of ability to coordinate their movements and can

imitate the basic movements of holding the instrument and moving the bow by " listening " and "

watching ". Encouraging children to learn familiar or favorite melodies is a good way to promote

interest in learning. The most satisfying moment for a beginner is when they are able to play a

melody in its entirety through a combination of "eye, ear, hand and brain". This is a great

confidence builder because they have done a good job of presenting a complete piece. The

teacher's guidance is especially important during the learning phase of the imitation process—a

patient and disciplined teacher will influence the child's entire learning period.

Timing and growing

A regular practice schedule is not only a good way to develop good habits in learning the violin,

but will also be reflected in future growth and learning. In the early period of learning the violin,

the steps and goals of practice need to be clearly defined. The most important thing is to use

your "brain", as the famous Russian pianist Nikolayev said: "From a scientific point of view, all the

exercises are connected with the movements of our body and are the result of the activity of the

central nervous system. Therefore, we must consider exercises as a process of mental and

physical training." The process of playing uses the hands, the eyes, the ears and the brain, and

the brain is the most important part of the process. In terms of time, then, practice time is slowly

accumulated. Children's concentration is not that efficient and their focus needs to be renewed.

Then it is necessary to develop the habit of practicing the violin daily in the beginning, shorter

but more frequent, and it will become a habit that will benefit for life. Violin has a long learning

cycle and can accompany a child's growth from early childhood to adulthood. Such a hobby



makes the violin not only a great companion on the way to growth, but also cultivates a sense of

belief.

Practice setting and parental companionship

Parental accompaniment plays a very important role in the learning process for the child. In the

early period of learning, accompany the child to lessons as much as possible, accompanying but

not disturbing. Adults have a better understanding and can summarize the lesson content and

remind them of it after the lesson. When practicing at home, try to create a quiet and non-

disturbing environment to ensure the child's concentration in practicing. While continuous

repetition is a necessary part of learning the violin, parental reminders can prevent repetition of

mistakes. If we look at the learning process as a parent-child activity, the participation of parents

and children in the process of learning increases the mutual interests and communication

between each other.

Forms of playing and development

In addition to being a soloist, the violin is most often played in collaboration with the piano, in

chamber music with duos, piano trios, string quartets, and symphony orchestras. The violin is

not a solitary instrument, but rather a team player that communicates and collaborates with

others, whether in chamber music or in a symphony orchestra. In addition, the small size of the

violin makes it easy to carry, and the venues where it can be played are not too limited. In the

long term, many top universities or colleges have their own orchestras, so having a background

in classical music training is an outstanding qualification.

Early childhood violin enlightenment education has a long way to go, the development of

musical literacy can make a young child fall in love with music and let the violin open up the door

to a love of music and the mind. The famous German music educator Carl Orff said, "Everything

that a child experiences early in life, everything that is evoked and nurtured in him, is decisive for

his whole life. What can never be redeemed again may be buried in these years, and what can

never be received thereafter may be left undeveloped in these years." I hope everyone can enjoy

their journey in learning the violin.
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